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This is OhioLINK



This is the Digital Resource Commons



John Davison: Geek



A Really Big Geek



I would love to change the world,
but they won’t give me the source code.



Obligatory Page 
of Code.®



Buckle your seatbelts



This is the Digital Resource Commons



21st Century Cutting-Edge Technology



This is the Digital Resource Commons



DSpace open source software



Digital Resource Commons: Central Benefit

– Local institutional 
repository network
• Remote submission 

• Web-based administrative 
interface

• Institutional branding

• Globally persistent URL

• Federated searching

– Centralized hosting
• Virtual Server network

• Shared infrastructure



This is the Digital Resource Commons



DRC: Unique materials



DRC: Historical materials



Rare Quaker documents from Wilmington College



DRC Scholarly materials: Climate Change student 
research at Xavier University



Student Seminar: Mayan Archaeology 



Plant Biology Experiments



Steven Newman: Worldwalker



Annus Horribilis

“1992 is not a year on 

which I shall look back 

with undiluted pleasure. 

In the words of one of my 

more sympathetic 

correspondents, it has 

turned out to be an Annus

Horribilis.”



Annus Atrox, Horrendus, Haud Bonus, Valde Nocens



Necessity is the Mother of Cloud Computing



The Red Queen Hypothesis

• states “continuing 
development is needed 
simply in order to 
maintain fitness relative 
to other organisms co-
evolving in the same 
system.”



The Red Queen Hypothesis

"Well, in our country," said Alice, 
still panting a little, "you'd 
generally get to somewhere  
else — if you run very fast for a 
long time, as we've been 
doing."

"A slow sort of country!" said 
the Queen. "Now, here, you 
see, it takes all the running you 
can do, to keep in the same 
place. If you want to get 
somewhere else, you must run 
at least twice as fast as that!"



What exactly is 
Cloud Computing?

A new way of running twice as fast.



Cloud Computing: 
A somewhat more technical definition

“a computing capability that provides an abstraction 
between the computing resource and its underlying 
technical architecture enabling convenient, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources that can be rapidly 
provisioned and released with minimal management 
effort or service provider interaction.”



Adding New Instances in the Cloud



Abstracting the DRC from IT services

• By abstracting the DRC from our IT 
infrastructure, we were able to create 
a brand-new kind of service: A 
statewide federation of both cloud-
based and centrally-hosted individual 
repositories, branded to match each 
member organization's main web 
site, and administered remotely by 
liaisons from each institution. 

• We were able to build this at a 
fraction of the cost of traditional IT 
services because we were essentially 
renting computer time at $0.08 per 
hour per machine. 



Hype Cycle of Emerging Technologies, 2010



To The Couch!



Characteristics
 On-demand self-service. A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server 

time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each 
service’s provider. 

 Broad network access. Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard 
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, 
laptops, and PDAs).

 Resource pooling. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using 
a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and 
reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the 
customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources 
but may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or 
datacenter). Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, network bandwidth, and 
virtual machines.

 Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned, in some cases automatically, 
to quickly scale out and rapidly released to quickly scale in. To the consumer, the capabilities 
available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any 
time.

 Measured Service. Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a 
metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, 
processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and 
reported providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service.

The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing - Peter Mell and Tim Grance



Future Developments

• The push-button repository publicly available Amazon 
Machine Image.

• Integration of the DRC in OARnet’s Shared 
Infrastructure.

• National Science Foundation’s Data Management Plan.

• National Institute of Health’s Public Access Policy.

• The changing focus of institutional repositories.

• LITA guide “Getting Started with Cloud Computing” to 
include a chapter highlighting the DRC.



21st Century Cutting-Edge Technology



The Push-Button Repository



The Push-Button Repository



The Push-Button Repository



The Push-Button Repository



The Push-Button Repository



Ohio Academic Resources Network



Hybrid VPN – Cloud Environments



National Science Foundation: Data Management Plan



National Institute of Health: Public Access Policy



Digital Resource Commons: Ohio’s Digital Object Storehouse



Sustainability



Digital Resource Commons Update


